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signals, or the input capacity on one dimension is much
greater than that on the other. Examples include the
touchable spectacle frame of a smart glass (e.g. Google
Glass), the edge of a side screen of a smart phone (e.g.
GALAXY Note Edge), and a smart wristband.

ABSTRACT

We present 1D Handwriting, a unistroke gesture technique
enabling text entry on a one-dimensional interface. The
challenge is to map two-dimensional handwriting to a
reduced one-dimensional space, while achieving a balance
between memorability and performance efficiency. After an
iterative design, we finally derive a set of ambiguous twolength unistroke gestures, each mapping to 1-4 letters. To
input words, we design a Bayesian algorithm that takes into
account the probability of gestures and the language model.
To input letters, we design a pause gesture allowing users to
switch into letter selection mode seamlessly. Users studies
show that 1D Handwriting significantly outperforms a
selection-based technique (a variation of 1Line Keyboard)
for both letter input (4.67 WPM vs. 4.20 WPM) and word
input (9.72 WPM vs. 8.10 WPM). With extensive training,
text entry rate can reach 19.6 WPM. Users’ subjective
feedback indicates 1D Handwriting is easy to learn and
efficient to use. Moreover, it has several potential
applications for other one-dimensional constrained
interfaces.

Researchers have proposed various techniques to enable
text entry on constrained interfaces (e.g. a keypad, a
joystick, a tracking ball, and air interaction etc.). These
techniques include coding letters [16], unistroke gestures
[2], ambiguous keyboards [18], and gesture keyboards [12,
31]. However, most of these techniques are for twodimensional constrained interfaces or interfaces with a
limited number of buttons or gestures.
In this paper, we present 1D Handwriting, which enables
users to perform unistroke gestures on a one-dimensional
interface to input text. We research, implement and evaluate
1D Handwriting with Google Glass, a representative onedimensional input device. The biggest challenge
encountered is that many letters look similar, if not
identical, after projected into a reduced one-dimensional
space. Therefore, our goal is to derive a set of onedimensional gestures that strikes a balance between
memorability, input accuracy and input speed.
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After a careful and iterative design, our result is a set of
ambiguous unistroke handwriting gestures based on substroke of two-level lengths. To complete the input, we
design a one-dimensional gesture recognition algorithm that
classifies input strokes in a probabilistic way. For letter
input, we design a smooth transition gesture allowing the
user to first gesture a stroke (representing a group of letters)
and then select the target letter (within the group) without
lifting his/her finger. For word input, we use a Bayesian
approach that takes both the probability of gesture and the
language model into account to interpret users’ input.

H5.2. Information interfaces and presentation: User interfaces — Input devices and strategies.
INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many new smart personal devices are emerging.
Such devices typically have a constrained input interface
due to the limited size of the form factor. Consequently,
text entry is difficult on these devices, which prohibits their
broader use. In this paper, we focus on one-dimensional text
entry for devices that have only one-dimensional input
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To evaluate the performance of 1D Handwriting, we
conduct three lab experiments. Results show that 1D
Handwriting provides immediate usability: With limited
training, users can achieve 4.67 WPM for letter level input
(error rate = 0.78%) and 9.72 WPM for word level input
(error rate = 0.25%). These speeds are comparable to those
proposed for two-dimensional constrained interfaces, and
significantly outperforms the one-dimensional selectionbased technique (the Baseline in our experiments) by 11.4%
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ffor letter inputt and 20.0% fo
or word input.. With extensiv
ve
trraining focuseed on a singlee phrase (6 wo
ords, 14 distin
nct
letters, 7 distin
nct gestures), text
t
entry ratee can reach 19
9.6
W
WPM after th
he tenth input.. Users’ subjeective feedbacks
inndicate that 1D Handwriting
g is fun to usse and its strok
ke
ggestures are eaasy to rememb
ber. In the futture, we plan to
aapply 1D Hand
dwriting to otheer one-dimensiional constrained
innterfaces.

Figu
ure 2. Sample ggesture of Unistrrokes (left) and
d Graffiti
(right) [5]

EdgeW
Write [28] was originally propposed by Wobbbrock et al.
to enabble unistroke innput while provviding high accuracy and
motionn stability for individuals w
with motor im
mpairments.
The firrst version fixxed a square hhole over a toouchscreen
where users traversedd the edges annd diagonals too input text
(Figuree 3). Gesture recognition wass performed baased on the
sequennce of corners tthat were hit. E
EdgeWrite’s alpphabet was
design ed to mimic iits handwrittenn counterpartss for quick
learninng. Edgewrite could also bee adapted to oother input
device s such as joystticks and touchhpads [26, 30], Trackball
[24], annd spatial keyss [29].

IIn the remaind
der of this pap
per, we first review
r
previous
w
work relevant to
t our research
h. We then intro
oduce the desig
gn
pprocess for derriving the 1D Handwriting
H
geestures. We then
rreport three usser studies thatt examine the performance of
11D Handwritin
ng for inputting
g letters and words.
w
We finallly
cconclude our research
r
with discussion off limitations an
nd
ffuture search diirections.
R
RELATED WORK
L
Letter input on
n constrained interfaces

H
H4-Writer [16]] uses four buttons to input letters (base 4),
4
aand leverages Huffman
H
codin
ng to minimize key sequencces
bby considering letter frequenccy. A 20.4 WPM
M text entry raate
ccould be achiev
ved after ten 35
5-50 minutes practice
p
session
ns.
M
Meanwhile, a gesture-based
g
version
v
of H4--Writer [3] cou
uld
aachieve 5.3-6.6
6 WPM using a touchpad and
d a Wiimote.

Figure 3. Sample gestures oof Edgewrite [288]

UniGeest [4] defined a gesture alphabet based on Wiimote
[23], w
where each gessture was desiggned to have aat most two
primitiive motions. Writing-withh-joystick [100] defined
gesturees based on oon-boundary annd off-boundaary strokes.
Evaluaation results sshowed text eentry rate achhieved 4.5
WPM after a brief llearning sessioon. For both ttechniques,
visual similarity to hhandwritten lettters was the guuideline for
designiing the gesturees of individuall letters.

M
Multi-step interraction is anotther means for inputting letteers
oon constrained user interface.. GesText [11] allows users to
innput letters (e..g. with a Wiim
mote) with two
o-step direction
nal
ggestures (5.4 WPM)
W
(Figuree 1, left and middle).
m
LURD
DW
Writer [7] uses horizontal and
d vertical moveements of curssor
too recursively reduce the lettter range to th
he target one (8
W
WPM) (Figuree 1, right). Swipeboard [6]
[
divides th
he
Q
QWERTY keyb
board on a verry small touch
hscreen into nin
ne
rregions. A firsst swipe speciffies the region
n, and a secon
nd
sspecifies the ch
haracter within that region.

Word iinput on cons
strained interfa
aces

Ambigguous keyboardds are widely uused when the screen size
is too small to accoommodate all letters or onlyy a limited
numbeer of signals (ee.g. keys or geestures) are avaailable due
to consstraints from bboth the devicee and/or user. T
The idea is
to overrload individual keys with m
more than one letter (e.g.
T9) annd resolve wordd ambiguity byy matching keyy sequence
to posssible words in a predefined vvocabulary. Thhe mapping
of letteers to keys can be done in diffferent ways [18].
Gesturre keyboards [[12, 31] enablle users to inpput a word
using a single unistrroke gesture. The algorithm
m interprets
input using both laanguage and gesture inforrmation. A
speciall advantage off gesture keybooard is that ussers do not
have too lift up the peen or finger beetween letters within one
word. Therefore, a ggesture keyboaard is suitable ffor mid-air
interacction (e.g. Vultture [17]) wherre inputting a ddelimiter is
difficuult. MotionInpuut [19] realizees an ambiguoous gesture
keyboaard that arrangges eight ambiguous keys intto a circle.
Users ttraverse the keeys to input woords with a Leeap Motion
controlller.

F
Figure 1. Matrix
x-based layout and tri-center layout
l
of GesTeext
(left and
d middle) [11]; LURD-Writer
L
(right)
(
[7]

U
Unistroke letteers were first proposed
p
for pen-based
p
inpu
ut.
F
Figure 2 show
ws some samp
ple letters of two
t
well-know
wn
uunistroke vocab
bularies. Unistrokes [8] wass designed to be
b
ffast to write, and
a less prone to recognition
n errors. Grafffiti
[2] was desiigned to ressemble handw
written Romaan.
R
Researchers sh
howed users co
ould learn Graaffiti in minuttes
[15]; but afterr extensive trraining (twenty
y fifteen-phraase
ssessions), Unisstrokes could be significan
ntly faster (15
5.8
W
WPM vs. 11.4 WPM) [5]. Unistroke
U
letterrs could also be
b
uused for eyes-free input on mobile devicces [21] and for
f
ggesturing in thee air [17].

One-diimensional texxt entry techniqques already exxist; all are
selectioon-based. The 1Line Keyboaard [13] was pproposed to
reducee the size of thhe screen occuupied by the keeyboard. It
TY keyboard iinto one row containing
reducees the QWERT
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eight keys, with each key overloaded with multiple letters.
The Minuum keyboard [21], based on 1Line Keyboard,
enables text entry on Google Glass. However, there is only
a demo video describing it; no implementation details nor
performance data are available. Circle keyboard [20]
organizes letters into a circle in alphabetical order. Users
rotate a Wiimote to select target letters. The text entry rate
was 10.2 WPM. Walmsley et al. [22] applied the sourcechannel approach to Circle keyboard to allow fast and
imprecise input. Experiment results showed expert users
could reach 21WPM after 6.7 hours practicing.

space. In such cases, we designed strokes with more details
(e.g. adding a short stroke at the end to distinguish “q” from
“y”), or use a dot to distinguish them, such as “o” and “v”,
“b” and “k”, “i” and “s”, and “j” and “l”. The design of
handwriting gestures employed strokes of three levels of
lengths (i.e. short, medium and long) and a dot.

In sum, an input interface can be constraint in terms of the
number of input signals (keys and usable gestures) or the
number of dimensions of the input space. In this work, we
target the constraint interface where touch can be performed
only in one-dimensional space. Besides, we focus on
handwriting approaches rather than selection-based ones for
text entry.
Figure 4. Handwriting gestures used in Study 1. Dots (“·”)
were included in this design. However, these were
consequently dropped in favor of faster input speed. Arrows
represent the directions for each sub-stroke in a gesture. They
are drawn continuously in a gesture.

STUDY 1: DESIGN OF 1D HANDWRITING GESTURES

The goal was to gain an understanding about user
acceptance of 1D Handwriting gestures as well as the input
capacity of Google Glass, the device we used to experiment
our idea in this research. To achieve this, we first derived a
set of 1D Handwriting stroke gestures, and then asked
individual participant to assess their intuitiveness by
performing them on Google Glass. Based on the subjective
and objective results, we agreed on the design guidelines
for the final handwriting gestures, and revised our design.

Phase 2 — User assessment and data collection
Apparatus

We used Google Glass for this experiment. As shown in
Figure 5, there is a touchpad mounted on the right spectacle
frame. The touchpad (7.0 centimeters long and 0.8
centimeters wide) supports up to three touch points with an
input resolution of 1366×160. Although Google Glass is not
a strict 1D input device, the vertical space is very limited
for input. In addition, there is a virtual screen (resolution:
640×360) and a built-in speaker on the device. The Google
Glass system was XE 22 running on Android 4.4.4. We
developed a software that recorded all touch events,
including time and coordinate information.

Phase 1 —Initial design of handwriting gestures

In our first trial, we adopted a user-participatory approach
[25]. We recruited eight participants and asked them to
design a set of one-dimensional gestures for Google Glass.
The process lasted for one hour for each participant to
design gestures for all twenty-six letters of the alphabet. In
the end, four participants proposed a code-based design,
while the other four proposed a handwriting design.
Unfortunately, none of the obtained gesture sets was
satisfactory, because they were not memorable. This result
revealed the difficulty of designing appropriate 1D
Handwriting stroke gestures, especially within a very
limited time. However, according to the post-experiment
interviews, participants (including those who proposed the
coding-based design) consistently agreed that the
handwriting design was much more recognizable and
memorable than the code-based design.

Figure 5. The touchpad configuration of Google Glass
Design and procedure

Twelve participants (six males and six females; Age: 18-25)
were recruited from Tsinghua University campus. None had
previously used a Google Glass. The experiment took about
one hour to complete. At first, each participant was asked to
memorize the handwriting gesture set (Figure 4). Then, they
were instructed to perform these gestures (five times per
letter) on Google Glass at their comfortable speed. For
reference purposes, a sheet containing every letter-gesture
pair was placed beside participants in case they forgot a
gesture during the experiment. At the end of the

We then decided to design a set of handwriting stroke
gestures by ourselves. The guideline was to design a 1D
Handwriting stroke gesture for each letter to best mimic
their two-dimensional counterparts. Figure 4 summarizes
the handwriting gestures. For some letters, the design was
easy and intuitive. For example, the handwriting stroke
gesture of “w” should be a four-stroke gesture “back—
forward—back—forward”. However, for others it was not
an easy task since several letters were similar, if not
identical, when projected into a reduced one-dimensional
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eexperiment, paarticipants rateed the perceiveed memorabiliity
oof each individual gesture on a 5-point Likeert scale. In totaal,
w
we collected 15
560 handwritin
ng gestures for 26 letters.

Mimic traditionaal handwritingg: 1D Handwriiting stroke
(1) M
geestures shouldd be easy too learn. By mimicking
traaditional handw
writing, the obbtained strokess should be
eaasy to be remem
mbered.
(2) M
Minimize levelss of stroke lenggths: In order to perform
strroke gestures aaccurately and efficiently.
(3) M
Minimize number of sub-strokkes per letter: In order to
peerform stroke ggestures efficiently.
(4) Sinngle stroke inpput: In order too perform strokke gestures
eff
fficiently.

R
Results

M
Memorability. Although thee overall hand
dwriting strok
kes
rresembled tw
wo-dimensional handwritin
ng, the smaall
aadjustments (i.ee. short strokess and dots) mad
de it difficult for
f
uusers to remem
mber actual stro
okes. According
g to participants’
ccomments, the small adjustm
ments seemed to
t be defined in
aan arbitrary waay in that no consistent
c
rule could be draw
wn
oout. Participan
nts had to rem
member the sttrokes by heaart.
U
Unfortunately, this was not easy
e
given the limited time for
f
learning the stroke
s
gestures. The fact that
t
participan
nts
cconstantly referrred to the gessture sheet also
o confirmed th
his
ddifficulty. Moreover, participants’ subjectiv
ve assessment on
o
m
memorability was
w diverse, even for the saame handwritin
ng
sstroke gesturess, (e.g. “q”, “h”,
“
“g” etc.). This suggested
inndividual partticipants should have discrep
pant models for
f
innterpreting thee handwriting stroke
s
gestures.

The deesign goal waas to obtain a comprehensivve trade-off
betweeen speed, accuuracy, learnabillity and memoorability to
provid e immediate usage. One basic principle was to
promotte simplicity rrather than disttinction. To acchieve this,
we firsst designed a “bbest” stroke geesture for eachh individual
letter without conccerning abouut ambiguity. We then
perform
med a few adjustments to lim
mit the numbeer of letters
in eacch group to rreduce ambiguuity and facillitate letter
selectioon within a ggroup. We deesigned 1D H
Handwriting
stroke gestures to m
mimic the sub--stroke sequennce in twodimenssional handwriiting and to be as succinct as possible.

IInput accuraccy. It was difficult
d
for participants to
ddistinguish betw
ween three lev
vels of stroke length. Figuree 6
sshows the disttribution of short,
s
medium
m and long su
ubsstrokes after beeing normalizeed to the lengtth of the longeest
ssub-stroke witthin a gesturee. There wass much overlap
bbetween the three-level lengtths of sub-strokes. In additio
on,
pparticipants occcasionally perfformed uninten
nded hooks at th
he
bbeginning or end
e of a strok
ke, making sho
ort strokes even
m
more difficult to
t recognize by
y the algorithm
m. Therefore, we
w
inntend to drop short
s
strokes frrom our design
n and be in fav
vor
oof a two-level design
d
of stroke length (mediium and long).

Figuree 7. Gesture dessign for individu
ual characters. The image
of Gooogle Glass is plaaced to the left ffor reference. R
Red arrows
staarting with a cirrcle are the firstt strokes in trad
ditional
han
ndwriting. Letteers “e”, “s”, “z”” are rotated 90 degrees
counteerclockwise. Blaack arrows reprresent the propoosed design
for on
ne-dimensionall gestures.

F
Figure 6. Beta distribution fo
or the relative lengths of lon
ng,
m
medium and sho
ort strokes.

Figure 7 illustrates tthe final strokke design for eeach letter.
The deesign was baseed on glyphs of lower-case leetters since
most oof these are peerformed with a single strokke. In total,
we dessigned 13 strokke gestures, whhich were mappped to the
26 lettters of the alpphabet. There were no moree than four
letters associated witth each handw
writing stroke ggesture. We
dealt ddifferently withh letters that llacked optimall mappings
in a oone-dimensionaal space if m
mapped directlyy. For the
letters “e”, “z”, and “s”, their glypphs were first rotated 90
degreees counterclocckwise and thhen mapped to a oneLetter “x” has a two-stroke glyph. We
dimenssional space. L
thus asssigned the geesture of anothher two sub-sttroke letter
“n” to it. We also iintroduce shorrthand in the design. In

P
Phase 3 — Fin
nal design of the handwritin
ng gestures

B
Based on the above resultss, we decided to remove th
he
rrequirement off one-to-one mapping
m
of gestures to letterrs,
w
which posed a major challen
nge for design
ning handwritin
ng
sstroke gesturees with good memorability and usag
ge
eefficiency. Instead, we alloweed a handwritin
ng stroke gestu
ure
too represent mo
ore than one leetter if necessarry. This decisio
on
w
was inspired by an ambiguous keyboard th
hat was also for
f
rresolving the limitation
l
of in
nput resourcess (e.g. a keypad
w
with a small nu
umber of butto
ons). Based on
n the informatio
on
ggathered during
g the initial deesign of the han
ndwriting strok
ke
ggestures, we formed the follow
wing guidelinees for the gestu
ure
ddesign.
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Predic
cting target wo
ords

trraditional hand
dwriting, letterrs “n”, “m”, an
nd “p” start wiith
a backward (to
oward the body
y) stroke, whilee letter “d” en
nds
w
with a backwaard stroke. Theese strokes weere eliminated in
oour design for simplicity
s
and usability.

A userr inputs a sequuence of strokkes (
… ) to input
one w
word ( ) from
m a vocabularyy ( ). The w
word has n
letters,, that is,
… . Thhe algorithm predicts a
numbeer of likely woords based on tthe probabilityy of gesture
input aand language model. Simillar to Goodm
man et al.’s
approaach [9], the possterior probabillity of I given a word (w)
can be computed as ffollows:

T
THE TECHNIQ
QUE

IIn this section,, we describe the implemen
ntation details of
u
in 1D Han
ndwriting. We first
f
describe th
he
thhe technique used
aalgorithm to reccognize gesturres, which estim
mates a posteriior
pprobability of an observed gesture given
n by individu
ual
letters. We then
n present our Bayesian algo
orithm to prediict
l
modeel.
taarget words by taking advaantage of the language
W
We also describe the interraction design
n, for inputtin
ng
inndividual characters and worrds respectively
y.

|

,

∗

(2)

mpute
Becausse we have no knowledge of , we can com
,

∗

/

(3)

We theen assume eachh letter input iis independent from each
other. W
We have

G
Gesture recog
gnition

T
The purpose is to estimate a posteriori probability
p
off a
hhandwriting strroke input ( ) given a strok
ke template ( ),
rrather than to discretely
d
classsify it into a sp
pecific templatte.
N
Note that acco
ording to our design,
d
a strok
ke template maay
rrepresent moree than one letter.
l
We can
n then use th
he
eestimated result to produce leetter-level input and dictionarrybbased word-lev
vel input.

,

∗

|

(4)

That iss,
,

T
The recognition
n algorithm hass four steps:
where

S
Step #1: Filterin
ng and segmen
ntation.

W
We first identiify the “turnin
ng points” in the
t stroke, theese
ooccur when strroke direction changes. The starting and en
nd
ppoints of a stro
oke are two deefault turning points.
p
Then we
w
pproceed to eliiminate conseecutive turning
g points who
ose
ddistance is lesss than 20 pix
xels (1mm) ass noise. Finallly,
ssegmentation iss performed based on the reemaining turnin
ng
ppoints. The derrived sequencee of sub-strokees is represented
aas … .

∗

|

(5)

is the strooke template oof letter .

If no m
matches are fo
found, the algoorithm attemptts to make
auto-coompletions byy computing thhe probabilityy of words
that haave more letterss than the inpuut sequence. Alll predicted
words are sorted, according to their probabbility, and
presentted to the user in descending order [27].
Interac
ction design

Figure 8 shows the innterface of thee 1D Handwritting system
on Gooogle Glass thaat users can seee on the virtuaal screen. It
is dividded into threee regions. The Text region (the middle
row) ddisplays the inpput text. The Letter region (thhe top row)
displayys the recognnized letters. The Word reegion (the
bottom
m row) displayss the five most likely words.

S
Step #2. Removal of unintentiional strokes

IIn order to deal with unintenttional hooks th
hat usually occcur
aat the beginning and end of
o a handwritiing gesture, we
w
rremove the firsst and last sub-strokes that are
a less than 15
50
ppixels (7.5 mm) in length.
S
Step #3. Norma
alization

W
We normalize the
t length of an
a individual su
ub-stroke ( ) by
b
ddividing the len
ngth of the lon
ngest sub-strok
ke. Note that th
he
length of sub
b-strokes in the gesture templates are
a
nnormalized in advance.
a
S
Step #4. Computation of a pos
steriori probability

W
We only comp
pute the templaate gestures whose
w
number of
ssub-strokes is equal
e
to the deerived gesture. The a posterio
ori
pprobability of other templatees is set to zerro. Furthermorre,
w
we assume thee estimation of
o individual normalized
n
su
ubsstrokes to be in
ndependent from
m each other. We
W have
|

|

w
where the prob
bability density
y function (PD
DF) of
ggiven according
g to the result of
o Study 1.

Figure 8. Inteerface design off 1D Handwritiing

The haandwriting strooke is renderedd in real-time on a semitranspaarent overlay oon top of Text region. The heeight of the
Text reegion is directlly mapped to thhe entire touchhable range
of the touchpad. Thhe horizontal direction reprresents the
time lline. Therefoore, although the input iis a onedimenssional stroke ggesture, users can still observe a twodimenssional visual ffeedback of thhe handwritingg stroke on
the scrreen, providingg guidance duriing input.

(1)
|

is
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IInput a word
d. Users inpu
ut words by performing th
he
rrespective strok
ke gestures of each letter in sequence.
s
Worrds
thhat most likelly correspond to the currentt input (at mo
ost
ffive) are show
wn in the Worrd region. Users can directtly
sselect the mosst likely word
d out of them by tapping th
he
toouchpad with two fingers, or select the other words by
b
pperforming a two-finger
t
mo
ovement to seelect the desired
w
word, followed
d by a two-fin
nger tap to co
onfirm. When a
w
word is selecteed, the system automatically appends a spaace
too the end.

Figgure 9. A variatiion of 1Line Keeyboard. The cu
urrently
selecteed key (“edc”) iis highlighted. F
For consistencyy purposes,
tthe interface deesign is similar to 1D Handwriiting.

IInput a letter. The system iss set by default to word inp
put
m
mode. In orderr to input a leetter, users hav
ve to place theeir
ffinger on the to
ouchpad for 30
00ms (empirically determineed)
aafter performin
ng a stroke. At
A that point, the system will
w
sswitch to letterr input mode (with the fram
me of the Lettter
rregion highligh
hted) allowing users to movee their finger on
o
thhe touchpad to
o select letters. Lifting the fin
nger will confirrm
thhe selection. This design offers a seam
mless one-fing
ger
ggesture for inpu
utting letters.

Becausse both 1Line Keyboard annd 1D Handwrriting were
“ambigguous” for inputting woords, we perrformed a
simulaation to quantiffy their abilityy to specify tarrget words.
We us ed a dictionarry (with frequency data) derrived from
the soource code off the Androidd Keyboard. Figure 10
illustraates the resultts. Both 1D Handwriting and 1Line
Keybooard exhibited high Top-1 aaccuracy (over 95% for
vocabuularies containning as many aas 178,000 worrds). In the
experim
ments, we uused the top 10,000 wordds as the
dictionnary.

F
For some letterrs, the handwriiting stroke geesture is likely to
eend near one of
o the edges off the touchpad, making furth
her
m
movement in th
hat direction difficult.
d
To deeal with this, th
he
ssystem arranges letters in frequency orrder toward th
he
oopposite direcction of the last stroke, with the mo
ost
ffrequently used
d letter selected
d at the endpoin
nt of the strokee.
D
Deletion of a leetter is perform
med with a swiipe-up gesture or
bby clicking the camera button. According to our
o
oobservation, most
m
users preffer to use the camera butto
on.
M
Most likely du
ue to the facct that a swip
pe-up gesture is
pperpendicular to
t the main inp
put direction, th
herefore not eaasy
too be performed
d on the touchp
pad.
A VARIATION OF THE 1LINE
E KEYBOARD
D

Fiigure 10. Accurracy for vocabullaries of varyin
ng sizes

F
For the sake of
o comparison, we implemen
nted a selectio
onbbased keyboard
d, referring to 1Line Keyboard design [13
3],
aan ambiguous keyboard bassed on QWER
RTY layout. As
A
sshown in Figu
ure 9, The inteerface and thee interaction are
a
ssimilar to 1D Handwriting except that a user inputs by
b
toouch-selection
n, rather than 1D gesturing: Users manuallly
sswitch between
n letter mode and
a word mod
de with a swip
peddown gesture (in our experiment, the mode was not
n
sswitched). To input a letter, users
u
swipe onee finger to seleect
thhe ambiguous key, swipe tw
wo fingers to select the letteer,
aand then tap tw
wo fingers to co
onfirm the seleection. To inputt a
w
word, users sw
wipe one finger to select an ambiguous keey,
taap one finger to
t confirm the selection, swip
pe two fingers to
sselect a word, and then tap
p two fingers to confirm th
he
sselection.

USER STUDY 2: INP
PUT LETTERS
S

In ordeer to evaluate tthe performancce of 1D Handdwriting for
inputtinng letters, we compared its performance aagainst that
of 1Linne Keyboard.
Appara
atus and partiicipants

Sixteenn participants (eight males and eight fem
males; aged
from 18-30) were recruited froom Tsinghua University
campuus. None of theem had previouusly used a Gooogle Glass
before..

T
To improve tarrget selection with the touch
hpad on Goog
gle
G
Glass, we implemented curssor acceleration
n. We used tw
wo
ccontrol/display ratios for slo
ow and fast fin
nger movemen
nts
rrespectively. We
W empirically determined th
he parameters so
thhat users could traverse the entire keyboaard with a sing
gle
ffast stroke or perform acccurate selections with slow
wer
sstrokes.

F
Figure 11. The experiment settting of User Stu
udy 2
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time ((time spent oon performingg the selection). It is
importtant to note that the elappsed time inccludes the
necessaary pause beetween successive handwritting stroke
gesturees (to complette a stroke gessture and resett the finger
locatioon) and the ttime participaants spent to recall the
handw
writing stroke geestures.

F
Figure 11 illu
ustrates the experiment
e
en
nvironment an
nd
ssetting. The sy
ystem displayeed phrases forr participants to
eenter on a lapttop PC. Particiipants sat apprroximately 0.5
5m
aaway from the laptop PC. Th
hey wore a Google Glass an
nd
rrested their ellbow onto thee desk while performing th
he
rrequired inputss. The softwaree on Google Glass
G
logged an
nd
ssynchronized all
a touch eventts during the experiment
e
wiith
thhe laptop PC th
hrough Wi-Fi.

Correccted and uncorrrected errors

Figure 12 illustratess how the coorrected and uuncorrected
with blocks forr letter-level innput.
error raates migrated w

D
Design and Prrocedure

W
We used a witthin-subject deesign for this experiment.
e
Th
he
oonly one indep
pendent factor was the Tech
hnique employed
((1D Handwritin
ng and 1Line Keyboard).
K
Th
he tested phrasses
ffor each parrticipant was randomly generated
g
fro
om
M
MacKenzie and Soukoreff's phrase set [14
4]. We used th
he
ssame phrases for
f the two techniques per participant,
p
wiith
thhe order of phrrases randomizzed. Each techn
nique was tested
inn one session. Sessions conssisted of six blocks, with each
bblock containiing two phrasses for input. Subjects weere
rrequired to breaak after finishin
ng a block. Th
he first block was
w
iggnored for practice.
p
The presentation order of each
technique was counterbalance
c
ed.

There w
was no significcant effect of T
Technique on uuncorrected
error rratio (F1,15=1.776, p=.20). Booth techniquess exhibited
low unncorrected erroor ratios: 0.788% (SD=1.12%
%) for 1D
Handw
writing and 0.448% (SD=0.655%) for 1Line Keyboard.
The reeason was that participants teended to correcct mistakes
if they noticed it on tthe virtual screen.
ANOV
VA showed significant effects of Technique
(F1,15=668.92, p<.00001) and Blockk (F4,60=3.80, p<.01) on
correctted error rratio. The interaction effect of
Techniique Block waas also significcant (F4,60=4.222, p<.005).
Particippants had moree corrected errrors with 1D H
Handwriting
than w
with 1Line Keyyboard, 17.67%
% (SD=6.10%) vs. 5.51%
(SD=3 .69%). Howevver, through prractice, particippants could
perform
m better (i.e. hhaving less corrrected errors) ((F4,60=4.68,
p<.0055) with 1D Haandwriting. In contrast, such a learning
effect for 1Line Keyyboard was noot significant ((F4,60=1.39,
p=.29) .

B
Before the exp
periment, we introduced itss goals to eacch
pparticipant. Wee did not inform
m participants which
w
of the tw
wo
techniques was ours. Moreo
over, we allow
wed subjects to
ffamiliarize themselves with the user interrface of Goog
gle
G
Glass, which took approximately five to
t ten minutees.
B
Before each teechnique was presented, paarticipants had a
w
warm-up sessiion with the tested text en
ntry algorithm
ms.
D
During the ex
xperiment, sub
bjects were reequired to inp
put
pphrases as fast and accurate as
a possible. Fiinally, at the en
nd
oof the experiiment, particiipants filled a NASA-TL
LX
eevaluation forrm and prov
vided feedback
k on the tw
wo
techniques. Th
he total experim
ment lasted for roughly nineety
m
minutes.
T
The warm-up session
s
of 1D Handwriting was longer than
thhat of 1Line Keyboard. For
F 1D Handw
writing, a sheeet
ccontaining every letter-gestu
ure pair was fiirst presented to
pparticipants. Next, we asked participants to
o memorize an
nd
ppractice the strokes on Google Glasss by correcttly
pperforming eacch gesture five times. Finaally, participan
nts
w
were asked to complete a sh
hort practice taask where all 26
2
letters appeared
d twice in a raandom order. As
A for the 1Lin
ne
K
Keyboard, partticipants practiced input phrrases on Goog
gle
G
Glass until th
hey became familiarized with
w
the touch
m
movement co
ontrol and other input gestures (e..g.
sselecting/deleting a letter). Warm-up seessions of bo
oth
techniques lasteed for about th
hirty minutes.

Figurre 12. The errorrs for both techn
niques with thee statistical
testing resultts.
Input S
Speed

Figure 13 shows thee text entry raates for both techniques
over thhe five blockks. The calcullation of text entry rate
includeed the time uusers spent onn correcting eerrors. On
averagge, participantss input at 4.044 WPM (SD=
=0.58) with
M (SD=0.46) w
with 1Line
1D Haandwriting annd 3.71 WPM
Keybooard. If we considered only thhe last block, pparticipants
with 1D Handw
writing and
input aat 4.67 WPM (SD=0.61) w
4.20 W
WPM (SD=0.661) with 1Line Keyboard. H
Hence, 1D
Handw
writing was 88.9% faster thhan 1Line Keeyboard in
averagge (F1,15=5.31, p<.05), and 11.2% faster in the last
block (F1,15=8.70, pp<.01). Meannwhile, we oobserved a
significcant main effeect of block onn text entry rates for both
techniqques (1D Hanndwriting: F4,600=14.50, p<.00001; 1Line
Keybooard: F4,60=15.339, p<.0001), suggesting thhe learning
ffect of Techniqque Block
effect. There was no interaction eff
(F4,60= 1.37, p=.26) onn text entry rattes.

R
Results

T
The main depeendent measurees were input errors
e
(corrected
aand uncorrecteed errors), inp
put speed and input time. To
T
pprovide more detailed
d
inform
mation about 1D
1 Handwritin
ng,
w
we further div
vided its input time into elaapsed time (tim
me
bbetween the co
ompletion of th
he previous stro
oke and the staart
oof the next stroke), gestu
uring time (time
(
spent on
o
pperforming thee handwriting stroke gesturee) and selectio
on
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Figure 13. Textt entry rates acrross blocks for 1D Handwritin
ng
and 1Line Key
yboard. There was
w a sudden peerformance drop
p
iin the 4th block for 1D Handwrriting. We interrpret it as a noisse
om uncontrolled
d factors in the experiment.
resulted fro
In
nput times of 1D
1 Handwriting
g

IIn average, elaapsed time wass 1397ms (SD=
=354), gesturin
ng
ms (SD=96), an
nd selection tim
me was 1206m
ms
tiime was 504m
((SD=151) inclluding 300ms spent on sw
witching modees.
E
Elapsed time, gesturing
g
timee and selection
n time accounted
ffor 45%, 16% and
a 39% of th
he input time reespectively. Th
hat
is, the majority
y of input timee was spent on
n considering th
he
nnext letter, reccalling the han
ndwriting stro
oke gesture, an
nd
sselecting letters. Fortunately, with practice, all input tim
mes
ccould be imp
proved (Figuree 14): RM-A
ANOVA showed
ssignificant effeects of Block on elapsed time
t
(F4,60=8.7
73,
pp<.0001), gestu
uring time (F4,660= 5.41, p<.00
01) and selectio
on
tiime (F4,60= 11.04, p<.0001). A noteworthy aspect is that th
he
learning curve of gesturing tiime was not ass steep as that of
eelapsed time an
nd selection tim
me.

Figuree 15. Elapsed tim
me, selection tim
me and gesturin
ng time for
differeent letters. The ccolors separatee letters with resspect to the
same handwrriting stroke forr easy comparison.
Subjecctive feedbackss

Nonpaarametric Wilccoxon signed-rrank tests sugggested that
compaared to 1Linne Keyboard,, participants felt 1D
Handw
writing to be more mentally demandingg (z=-52.5,
p<.00001). On the othher hand, theyy gave 1D Hanndwriting a
much better evaluattion (z=-42.0, p<.01). Diffeerences on
measures were not statistically significant.
other m
Althouugh at first it sseemed difficullt to rememberr and learn
to perrform the hanndwriting strokke gestures, pparticipants
managged to quickly master the teechnique in lesss than ten
practicce rounds forr each letter. In the post-eexperiment
intervi ew, every partiicipant reporteed 1D Handwriiting stroke
gesturees to be intuitive to recognizze and easy to remember.
In addi
dition, most parrticipants repoorted higher levvels of eye
fatiguee with 1Line K
Keyboard since more focus waas required
on thee keyboard to control cursorr movement. IIn contrast,
1D Haandwriting reqquired a lesserr degree of foccus on the
screen while perform
ming stroke gestures, especially when
particippants were m
more familiar w
with the strokee gestures.
These findings suggeested eyes-freee input was possible with
andwriting.
1D Han

Figure 14. Ela
apsed time, gestturing time and
d selection time
across five bloccks for letter-lev
vel 1D Handwrriting in Study 2.
2

USER STUDY 3: INP
PUT WORDS

The gooal of this stuudy was to evvaluate and coompare 1D
Handw
writing and 1Liine Keyboard for inputting w
words. The
sixteenn participants who particippated in Studdy 2 were
recruiteed again for tthis study. The experiment took place
seven to fourteen daays after Studdy 2. We usedd the same
apparaatus as in Studyy 2.

F
Furthermore, analysis
a
of elap
psed time, gessturing time an
nd
sselection time for
f individual letters was con
nducted for each
letter. From Figure 15, we can see that,, gesturing tim
me
ub-strokes or th
he complexity of
inncreased as thee number of su
thhe structure of sub-strokes increased
i
(with
h both long an
nd
m
medium length
h sub-strokes). Selection tim
me was primariily
ddependent on the number of letters repreesented by inp
put
ggestures as welll as the order of
o letters inside a group. Theere
w
was no obviou
us pattern forr elapsed timee. However, we
w
ddetected that fo
or some letterss that were seldom input (e..g.
““z”) elapsed time was rellatively high, indicating th
hat
pparticipants speent more time recalling
r
its haandwriting strok
ke
ggesture. Interesstingly, for the letter “j”, altho
ough the elapsed
tiime was short,, both gesturing
g time and seleection time weere
rrather large.

The deesign and proccedure were siimilar to Studyy 2, except
that paarticipants perfformed word-llevel input as oopposed to
letter-llevel input. Inn this experim
ment, particippants were
requireed to enter 18 pphrases (divideed into nine bloocks).
Prior too the experimeent, participantts were asked too recall the
handw
writing stroke geestures for all 226 letters of thhe alphabet,
and to write them dow
wn on a piece of paper. Resuults showed
that paarticipants couuld correctly rrecall 89% of the stroke
78
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ggestures. Four letters that participants coulld not rememb
ber
w
well were “x”, “d”, “j” and
d “t”. Consideering the limiteed
trraining each participant
p
had
d (no more th
han 20 times for
f
eeach letter in average) and th
he interval of seven to fourteen
ddays, this resullt positively ind
dicated the goo
od memorabiliity
oof 1D Handwriiting stroke gesstures.

That is, 1D H
Handwriting
(SD=1 .34) for 1Linee Keyboard. T
was 200.0% faster thhan 1Line Keeyboard in the last two
blocks (F1,15=5.86, p<
<.05).
ANOV
VA also showedd a significantt main effect oof Block on
text enntry rates (F77,105=11.43, p<
<.0001), sugggesting the
learninng effect. Therre was no signnificant interacction effect
of Techhnique Blockk on text entry rrates (F7,105=1.225, p=.28).

P
Participants fam
miliarized them
mselves with th
he techniques in
a warm-up sesssion before thee task, which lasted around ten
too fifteen minu
utes for each technique. Participants weere
rrequired to inp
put phrases as fast and accurrate as possiblle.
T
The total experriment lasted fo
or about eighty
y minutes.
R
Results

T
The main depeendent measurees were input errors
e
(corrected
aand uncorrected
d errors) and in
nput speed. Alll data are with
h2
sstandard deviattions. Therefore, no outliers were
w removed.
C
Corrected and uncorrected
u
errrors

F
Figure 16 illustrates how th
he corrected and
a
uncorrected
eerror rates migrrated with bloccks for word-leevel input.

F
Figure 17. The learning curve of both techniq
ques.

T
There was no significant effecct of Technique on uncorrected
eerror ratio (F1,,15=1.21, p=.29
9). Both techn
niques exhibited
loow uncorrecteed error ratioss: 0.25% (SD=
=0.07%) for 1D
1
H
Handwriting an
nd 0.07% (SD=
=1.42%) for 1-L
Line Keyboard
d.

Input tiimes

On aveerage, the elapsse time of 1D Handwriting w
was 289 ms
(SD=666) longer thann that of 1Linee Keyboard, w
which could
be inteerpreted as thee recall time ffor gestures. Inn addition,
when ccompared to tthe slide time (1,593 ms, SD=132) of
1Line Keyboard, thee gesturing tim
me (427 ms, S
SD=38) for
1D Haandwriting wass much smallerr. Similar to thee results of
Study 2, we observeed significant learning effectts for both
techniqques (p<.05), aas shown in Figgure 18.

W
We observed a marginal sign
nificant effect of
o Technique on
o
ccorrected errorr ratio (F1,15=4.51, p=.051). The corrected
eerror ratio wass 17.38% (SD
D=8.67%) for 1D Handwritin
ng
aand 11.87% (SD
D=5.81%) for 1Line Keyboaard. There wass a
ssignificant efffect of Block
k on correctted error rattio
((F7,105=1.15, p=
=.034), suggesting the learrning effect. No
N
ssignificant intteraction effeect of Tech
hnique
Block
((F7,105=0.46, p=
=.86) was obserrved.

Figu
ure 18. Slide tim
me, gesturing tim
me and elapsed time and
aacross eight bloocks for both tecchniques in Stu
udy 3.
Auto-co
ompletion

F
Figure 16. The corrected and uncorrected
u
errror rates for botth
techniques across
a
blocks

Auto-ccompletion acccounted for 6.51% of input letters for
1D Haandwriting annd 38.10% forr 1Line Keybboard. The
differen
ence was sttatistically siggnificant (F1,15=191.49,
p<.00001). In other w
words, if we did not consiider letters
input vvia auto-comppletion, particiipants would hhave input
phrase s at 8.30 WPM
M (SD=2.70) ffor 1D Handw
writing, and
WPM (SD= 0.886) for 1-Line kkeyboard over all blocks.
5.17 W
The reeason why partticipants took more advantagge of autocompleetion for 1Linne Keyboard w
was as followss: With 1D
Handw
writing, as par
articipants perfformed the hhandwriting
stroke gestures, theyy tended to loook at the test pphrases on
the lapptop PC screenn instead of thhe Google Glaass display.

In
nput Speed

F
Figure 17 show
ws the text en
ntry rates for both techniqu
ues
oover the eight blocks.
b
IIn average, parrticipants inputt at 8.84 WPM
M (SD=2.79) wiith
11D Handwritin
ng and 7.14 WPM
W
(SD=1..21) with 1Lin
ne
K
Keyboard. Thaat is, 1D Handw
writing was 23
3.8% faster thaan
11Line Keyboarrd in average (F
F1,15= 6.92, p<
<.05). If only th
he
laast two blockss were consideered, text entry
y rates raised to
99.72 WPM (SD
D=2.67) for 1D
D Handwriting
g and 8.10 WPM
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T
They only turrned to the virtual
v
screen whenever they
nneeded to selecct words. In contrast, with 1Line
1
Keyboarrd,
pparticipants co
onstantly look
ked at the viirtual screen to
ccontrol cursor movement.
m
Th
herefore, it wass more likely for
f
pparticipants to notice the au
uto-completion suggestions. In
thhe post-experim
ment interview
w, we confirmeed this differen
nce
w
with participan
nts. We think in actual reaal-life scenario
os,
pparticipants maay be more likeely to take full advantage of th
he
aauto-completion function witth 1D Handwrriting by havin
ng
thheir eyes rested on the virtuaal screen.

D handwritingg gestures weree designed
First, oour current 1D
for low
wer-case Engllish letters. It is important to support
more ccharacter sets, such as num
mbers, punctuuations and
non-Laatin alphabets. One requirem
ment is that thhere should
better bbe an easy-to-rrecognize mappping between 2D strokes
and 1D
D strokes; otheerwise, the 1D
D strokes will bbe difficult
to remeember. In addiition, supportinng more characcters means
overloaading a single stroke with m
more characters. One can
addres s this with mode selectioon to specifyy different
Google Glass, w
we can use
charactter sets. For eexample, on G
the “fllip up” gesturre to switch bbetween upperr case and
lower ccase, or even bbetween numbeers and punctuaations

U
USER STUDY 4: EXTENSIVE
E TRAINING

T
The goal of this study was to estimate how fast a user cou
uld
bbe following ex
xtensive trainiing. To achieve this, we asked
ffive participantts who particip
pated the Study
y 3 to repeated
dly
innput a single phrase (random
mly selected from
f
MacKenzzie
aand Soukoreff’’s phrase set [1
14]) for twelvee times. The firrst
tw
wo trials weree ignored as practice. By focu
using on a smaall
nnumber of word
ds, the training
g time could bee greatly reduced
[6]. However, it
i is important to note that giiven the practiice
w
was based on a single phrase,, the obtained speed
s
could on
nly
sserved as a rou
ugh estimation. In this study, we switched off
o
aauto-completion so that particcipants had to input each lettter
oof a word with handwriting sttroke gestures.

Secondd, regarding llearnability, ouur research shhowed that
particippants could leaarn the 1D strookes with a few
w practices,
and reecall 89% of tthe strokes aft
fter one week. However,
there iis still space fo
for improvemennt. For exampple, we can
employy a well-desiggned learning iinterface (e.g. OctoPocus
[1]) to facilitate gestuure learning. M
Moreover, it is interesting
mance after loong-term and extensive
to testt the perform
trainingg. Now, in alll three experim
ments, the inpuut speed of
1D H andwriting diid not converrge due to thhe limited
learninng time.
Third, in this researcch, we confirm
med the feasibility of 1D
writing. Howevver, the currentt interaction ddesign may
handw
be nott optimal for Google Glasss: We did nott take full
advanttage of the verttical input and other input sennsors (such
as the three-point toouch and evenn the embeddded motion
sensorss) for input. It is also interesting too test 1D
handw
writing techniqque on other 1D interfacees such as
smartpphones with a curved-edgedd screen (e.g. Galaxy S6
edge), smart wristbannds, or even 2D
D touchscreenss.
Finallyy, in current ressearch, we focuus on 1D handdwriting for
inputtinng letters. It iss interesting to explore the poossibility of
1D haandwriting forr word level input, i.e. 1D gesture
keyboaard. This mightt further improove the text enttry speed.

Figure 19. The learning curvee of 1D Handwrriting in Study 4.
4

R
Results showed
d the mean tex
xt entry rate co
ould reach 19.6
61
W
WPM (SD=3.5
50) for the last phrase. The faastest participaant
aachieved 24 WPM,
W
while thee slowest participant achieved
116 WPM. As Figure 19 sh
hows, there was
w a significaant
learning effect of Block (F9,63=6.16, p<.000
01) on text enttry
rrate. In averag
ge, participantss entered 33.95
5% faster in th
he
laast block than in the first onee.

CONC LUSION

We exxplored the possibility of texxt entry on ann emerging
form of constrainned interface:: the one-dimensional
interfacce. The basic idea was to project two-dimensional
handw
writing strokes into a one--dimensional sspace. We
analyzeed the usabiliity issues of designing uniistroke 1D
Handw
writing gestuures. Subsequuently, we designed,
implem
mented and evvaluated 1D H
Handwriting wiith Google
Glass. In user studies, both objectiive and subjecttive results
suggessted 1D Handdwriting strokee gestures were easy to
remem
mber and efficiient to use. O
Our research vverified the
feasibiility of 1D Hanndwriting.

A
According to participants’
p
sub
bjective feedbaack and our ow
wn
oobservations, a major factor for prohibiting
g high text enttry
rrates was the liimited input caapacity of Google Glass. When
pperforming fasst gestures, th
he finger ofteen went off or
oovershot the to
ouchpad. In su
uch cases, parrticipants had to
sslow down fin
nger movemen
nts to producee correct inputs.
M
Moreover, we confirmed with participantss with regard to
thhe design of experiment: Participants
P
th
hought the inp
put
sspeed and exp
perience obtain
ned in the ex
xperiment cou
uld
rreasonably refllect their profi
ficient input sp
peed if they had
uused 1D Handw
writing for a lon
nger period.
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